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The Club started issuing the newly designed
MEMBERSHIP SMART CARDS on 1 January 2022.
Members may still continue to use their existing
Membership Cards, if they so prefer. Any replacement
issued will be the newly designed Membership Smart
Card. Members are encouraged to provide their latest
photographs (passport-size against a white
background is preferred) for the issuance of the new
Membership Smart Card. A charge of RM14.00 will be
debited against your account for each chip-based
Membership Smart Card.
The CAR STICKERS for 2022/2023 are now available at
the Reception. Kindly renew your Car Stickers. A
charge of RM3.00 per car sticker will be debited
against your accounts.
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On Jan 15, we welcomed Christaphor Sagayaraj to
stall no. 1 serving South Indian food. Using his mother’s
8
recipes, Christaphor has named the stall MAK SAYANG.
Initial feedback from members is encouraging.

Live bands @ Royal Lake CLub

The Sophisticates

Charles Barnabas & Kyra

Zack & Lyia

Marco & Hadi
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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE

PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE
From me to you – Does the cheese matter? Moving it does!
I have decided to depart from my usual practice of writing a President’s message.
This time around it is a spoken piece - a transcript of what I said on 17 February
2022 at the first 2022 Introduction Night for new RLC members. The editor did the
recording, warts and all. The transcript that follows is all mine… (E&OE. It was after
a full dinner. And you all know what that means. Minimal editing. So, mea
culpa.)
Friends, I have the distinct honour and privilege of talking to you tonight.
Thank you. Frankly, the difficulty of making a speech, at least at this time of the night, is the
fact that all of you are sated and don’t want to hear a drone in the sky. You are done.
I trust you're not finished.
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Tonight is an amazing night. My Vice President spoke earlier, dauntingly, about the rules and
regulations of our Club. That is all well and good. But let me first, though,
recognize the numbers. They are very important. We have 4 members’ children
coming in. The VP talked about the lifting of the age bar from 25 to 35
for when our children could come in. We did that for a really specific
reason:
the changing norms and that the old 25 is really the new 35. Let me elaborate on that: your club on the
16th of August will be 132 years old and that, honestly, is antiquity which if taken in the true sense is
exhilarating. It does not mean aging. This club is getting younger and younger by the day. And that was
the intention of your General Committee when we raised the age bar: that we needed to bring in the
younger lot, to maintain the link between the old and the new, the continuity in the entity, if that makes
any sense in this brave, new fragile world.
Your club also did a wonderful thing in the easy transfer of membership. It put in place a structure where
we permit the transferring of membership to your spouse, your child or grandchild or a sibling. Only one,
please. And subject to all applicable club criteria. You need to be 60 and a member of the club for 15
years.
You know, I look at myself and I ask – what would I like more than anything else in the world? My
membership to continue, of course. But under the old rules, the membership went with me. So we created
this transfer process. I can now hand over my membership to one of my kids. Not all my kids. I will get to
choose who – which child or grandchild or sibling. The continuity is there. The difference is that the
transferee pays the bill and I get to maintain all my privileges but only lose the right
to vote. Our own
tahun
non-undi 60?
Allow me to tell you about this club. It is not a club for the privileged or the exclusive. It's for the ordinary
Malaysians like all of us. It is a unique village. When you walk in here, through the gate, you come into the
extension of your home. To all of you joining us today I caution you. This Club is addictive - very, very
addictive. You are becoming a member of a club that gets into your system. I have grown old, almost
ancient, in this club. I don't think I can ever leave it. It is in my blood. It is in my, you know, in my entire
system. So those of you who have become members today, just remember this – that is 4 plus10 plus 24, a
total of 38 – you are hooked.
Can I impress one thing above all else to you today? You have become voting members. You have
acquired that one unique right in a democracy: the right to vote. I ask this of you. Exercise your voting
rights to put the right person in office so that this club continues to prosper for another 132 years. You may
not be around to see the club 100 years from now but there is no harm in making sure that happens. So,
your ultimate responsibility?
Now, I need to tell you two stories.
The first concerns your right as a member. The other concerns an uncanny prescience.
Give me this extra five minutes.
2
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The first. What happened last night? You are a member. You have privileges and rights as a member.
Recognize your privileges and rights as a member. They are yours. Do not abuse them, barter them or
trade them or flout them. But what happened last night shocked me. I was in the Batik. It was time to go
home. I walked out of the Batek to the reception.
And there was this group of people there, well dressed, bejewelled and I thought “Wow beautiful
members of the club”, just like all of you. I paused but they were insisting at the reception counter that
they be allowed to walk into the Bunga Raya restaurant - the best halal Chinese restaurant, fantastic
food, best in Malaysia, full every night, make your bookings – but members do not need to insist to be let
in. So? Ah, non-members. And then the conversation took a left turn – “Our friend who is a Dato and a
member said we can eat there and sign in his name.”
You can’t.
The Dato came alive on their mobile. The phone gets handed to the receptionist.
“They can sign in my name.”
The receptionist turned and looked into my eyes and read the answer there. She politely stood her ground
and said “No, you cannot do that.” The entire group turned and walked into the Bunga Raya. The phone
came alive again. It is handed to Mia, the restaurant captain.
Mia said “Yes, Dato. No Dato. I am sorry, Dato, I cannot do that.”
That group went hungry that night or ate somewhere else in town. Or didn’t. I don’t know.
The point I am making is membership is your privilege, bring your guests, enjoy but be there with them. Your
signature or your card is not there to be bandied around. You're not allowed to do that. This club
recognizes you as a member of the club.
I am proud of what the club staff did yesterday.
You have enjoyed your club during your waiting period that ends tonight. Hopefully we will adhere to the
rules and we will all have a fantastic time. So don't sell your membership in the sense of giving it away and
allow anybody else to walk in and sign on your behalf.
Now, to the second story. An uncanny prescience, almost prophetic? And then I'll end, and let the
evening flow.
I am not a very religious man. It was a bad day today. The sort of day we all have at some point in our life
when things are not all hunky-dory and you are stuck in a matrix and all turns appear to lead to a
cul-de-sac.
But fate has a funny way of playing tricks with you.
I have in front of me, a little booklet.
I don't know why this booklet came my way today. But I think when I opened the first page, and I started
to read – an epiphany.
I thought the first sentence made a lot of sense. I will read the first sentence to you and then I'll go on with
the rest of this story.
‘Because I guess we resist changing because we are afraid of change’.
At the table where I am seated I am told there are courses that centred on the title of this booklet. I've
never seen this little booklet in my life before. I went up to the poolside before this function today and I was
walking back down. And under normal circumstances, if I see loose paper lying around I pick it up and bin
it. That's the President's duty to clear up the garbage. There is never much, anyway. Garbage, I mean.
3
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When I walked down there were black clouds in my head. I was dealing with and questioning change. I
saw stuck between two glass frames in the café walkway this booklet. And if I say the timing of it was
amazing, prescient, the word I would use prophetic, would you believe me? Not the right words for a
doubting Thomas like me.
So I said, Okay, let me pick it up. I'll throw it in the nearest garbage bin.
And I picked up the booklet and I opened it. I read the first page. And I said, right, every one of us is afraid
of change, to not be afraid to change is tough. We were not afraid to change the rules of this club to
make it a better club, the best around. And yet there was I, afraid of change, frozen by thoughts of it. I
picked up this booklet. I still haven't told you the title of it. It will take me about 20 minutes, maybe 30
minutes to read it tonight. I will definitely read it tonight.
The title? Who Moved My Cheese?
You all have heard of it? Yes, I can see heads nodding. And I said right. Okay. Well, why was that book
there? Tonight? Thrown away? Club garbage. And why did it have to be there? When I walked by? And
why did I pick it up?
Prophetic? I don't know. Prescient? I don't know. Timely? I don't know.
Religious? I am not.
There is a message in there for me.
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So who moved your cheese? Who moved mine? Will I accept change? You have become members of
the club tonight. Ask yourself this question. Who moved your cheese to make you become members of
this club? Tonight. The change you accepted is amazing, something brilliant awaits you here. You're going
to enjoy this. You're addicted. You're hooked for the rest of your life. Enjoy it because the rules change in
our life. So never be afraid of change. I am telling that to myself.
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And all I can say to you is congratulations. Welcome to your club. This is not anybody else's. It's yours.
Manjeet Singh Dhillon
President
22.02.2022

Did you know?
The date on Tuesday, 22 February 2022 will be both a palindrome and an ambigram?
Palindrome - the date will read the same from left to right, from right to left.
Ambigram - a visual that is the same even upside down.

22022022
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MARTIAL ARTS

TAI CHI
Mondays & Wednesdays : 5:45pm - 8:45pm
Multipurpose Hall,
Thursdays : 7:45pm - 9:15pm
Aerobics Room
RM80 per month
016-278 8232
TAE KWON DO
Wednesdays : 7:30pm - 8:30pm
Blue to Black Belt
Recreational Hall
Various times (Belt specific),
Saturdays : 2:30pm - 4:30pm
Sundays : 9:00am - 1:00pm
Multipurpose Hall
RM55 to RM95
017-873 7778
NEW SUN WUSHU
Tuesdays : 6:45am - 8:30am
Fridays : 6:45am - 8:30am
Multipurpose Hall
RM80 (4 sessions per month)
or RM160 (8 Sessions per month)
013-362 4348

FITNESS & GYM
STRETCHING & BODY WEIGHT EXERCISE
Mondays & Fridays: 7:30am,
Tuesdays & Saturdays: 8:00am,
Thursdays: 7:00am / 9:30am
Aerobics Room
RM60 per month (Once a week)
RM100 per month (Twice a week)
016-668 7049
PILATES
Tuesdays: 6:00pm - 7:30pm
Wednesdays: 10:00am - 11:00am
Fridays: 10:00am - 11:00am
Aerobics Room
RM430 (for 3 months)
017-878 8559
ZUMBA
Wednesdays & Fridays : 6:30pm - 7:30pm
Aerobics Room
RM80 per month (Once a week)
017-3656685
AEROBIC
Mondays : 6:30pm - 7:30pm
Aerobics Room
RM80 per month (Once a week)
017-3656685
BELLYDANCE
Saturdays : 11:30am -12:30pm
Aerobics Room
RM80 per month (Once a week)
017-3656685

YOGA
By Divine Life Society
Tuesdays : 6:15pm - 7:15pm
Saturdays : 8:45am - 10:00am
Recreational Hall
RM140 for 3 months payable in advance
012-2787409, 012-202 3592
By Aman Merican
Tuesdays : 10:30am - 11:30am
Fridays : 11:00am - 12:00pm
Recreational Hall
RM60 per month (Once a week)
RM120 per month (Twice a week)
RM180 per month (Thrice a week)
011-1140 3436
By Lau Wai Fong
Wednesday : 7:30am - 8:30am
RM60 per month (Once a week)
Recreation Hall
016-656 8905
DANCESPORT/BALLROOM CLASSES/
BOLLYWOOD DANCE FITNESS
Eric Tan (012-3212083)
Tuesdays : 7:30pm - 10:30pm
Wednesdays : 8:30pm - 9:30pm
Aerobics Room
RM65 per month (Once a week)
Luisa Lau (019-2204678)
Mondays : 10:00am-11:00am,
7:30pm-10:00pm, Aerobics Room
RM65 per month (Once a week)
William Lor (7:30pm-8:30pm)
Luisa Lau (8:30am-9:30pm,
9:30pm-10:30pm)
Tuesdays, Recreation Hall
RM90 per month (Once a week)
Luisa Lau (019-2204678)
Thursdays :
6:30pm-7:30pm (Line Dancing)
7:30pm-8:30pm (Latin/Ballroom)
8:30pm-9:30pm (Beginner)
Recreation Hall
RM65 per month (Once a week)

CHESS

CHESS BY MOK TZE MENG
Sundays :
Advanced Class : 2:30pm - 4:00pm
Beginners Class : 3:00pm - 4:00pm
RM120 Advanced, RM100 Beginners,
Function Room 1
016-223 3536

ART

ART

CHINESE BRUSH PAINTING
Thursdays: 10:00am - 4:00pm
Fridays: 10:00am - 4:00pm
Recreation Hall
RM145 per month
Tel : 03-7781 0699 / 017-881 4344
CHINESE CALLIGRAPHY
Thursdays: 10:00am - 5:30pm
Recreation Hall
RM130 per month
03-4022 2860 / 012-979 2005

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ........................... ... . ... . ... . ... . ... . ... . ... . ...

QI GONG
Wednesdays : 7:00pm - 8:30pm
Poolside Gazebo
RM70 per month (Once a week)
012-398 9443, 017-575 2952

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ........................... ... . ... . ... . ... . ... . ... . ... . ...

AIKIDO
Sundays : 4:30pm - 5:30pm
Aerobics Room
Children <12 : RM100, Adult: RM150
012-213 1829

COMPETITIVE SPORTS
BADMINTON
Yap Yee Hup (019-275 8479)
Mondays to Fridays: 7:00am - 4:00pm
Cheng Sai Kit
Fridays: 4:00pm - 11:00pm
Saturdays: 7:00am - 1:00pm
Saturdays: 6:00pm - 11:00pm
Sundays: 7:00am - 9:00am
016-421 5639
TENNIS
Clement Chan (013-330 5812)
Saturdays : 8:00am - 11:00am
3:00pm - 7:00pm
Sundays : 8:00am - 11:00am
3:00pm - 6:00pm
AMG Sports (Shahizan Hasnan - 012-383 0656)
Mondays to Fridays : 7:00am - 10:00pm
Saturdays/Sundays : 11:30am - 3:00pm,
7:30pm - 10:00pm
TABLE TENNIS
Chong Choi Thing (012-378 4883)
Saturdays : 4:00pm - 5:30pm
RM100 per month
Table Tennis Hall
SQUASH
Mary Lee (012-386 7378)
Adult Class: Per session- 60 minutes
One to one - RM90 per session
Group of 2 - RM100 per session
Group of 3 - RM150 per session
Children Class: Per session- 45 minutes
One to one - RM68 per session
Group of 2-4 - RM75 per session
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Group Monthly Basis:
Under 10 - RM110
Above 10 - RM130
Chris Teoh Guan Keong (019-387 9802)
(1 hour per session)
One to one - RM90 per session
Group (at least 3 person) - RM50 per session
COMPETITIVE SWIMMING
Vaageesan A/L Ganesan (012-275 5641)
Thursdays, Fridays & Sundays
7:00pm - 9:00pm
4:00pm - 7:00pm
RM150 per month
Main Pool
SWIMMING
Gan Kok Yee (012-200 8934)
Mondays to Fridays: 3:00pm - 7:00pm
Saturdays: 8:00am - 12:00nn
2:00pm - 6:00pm
Sundays: 8:30am - 11:30am
RM65 to RM120 per month
Rajaandran (012-399 0702)
Mondays to Fridays : 3:00pm - 7:00pm
Saturdays : 8:00am - 12:00nn
2:00pm - 6:00pm
Sundays : 8:30am - 11:30am
RM65 to RM120 per month
Vaageesan A/L Ganesan (012-275 5641)
Mondays to Fridays : 9:00am - 12:00nn,
4:00pm - 7:00pm
Saturdays : 8:00am - 12:00nn
Sundays : 8:30am - 12:00nn,
2:00pm - 6:00pm
RM65 to RM120 per month
HASH SECTION - Jogging & Hiking
Grandmaster Tan See Meng
(016-615 2767)
Tuesdays : 5:30pm
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GOOD BYE 2021
....welcome
Friday, 31 December 2021
by lizzie
New Year’s Eve was on Friday, 31 December
2021.
The Orchid
Seventy four members and guests registered for
the evening. Every year The Orchid gets a full
response when celebrating the arrival of the
New Year but because SOPs are to be followed
The Orchid could only accommodate half its full
capacity.
Those present that night enjoyed the western set
meal that had been prepared by Edward whilst
listening to soft music from The Orchid’s resident
band - “The Sophisticates” comprising Mohd
Nor and Ezzah.

rchid
The O
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Batek Bar
We were fortunate to engage the Night Birds
to perform at the Batek Bar. They were our
regular band at the Batek Bar during the
precovid days. They were well received by
the members and their guests enjoying their
songs till midnight, at times taking to the
dance floor. The Batek Bar was packed
from 9:30pm onwards and was a hive of
activity.

k Bar
Bate

The Pavilion
Over at the Pavilion Chef Patrick offered a special 4 course
set NYE menu. For entertainment we had the husband and
wife team, Zack & Lyia to sing the night away at the
Pavilion. The place was quite packed.
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However, we are still shrouded with the current pandemic
covid-19 situation, and not forgetting the flood victims
everywhere in the country. In respect of these, the Club
only welcomed the arrival of the New Year in moderation at
The Orchid, Batek Bar and Pavilion at 12 midnight to
welcome 2022. No party packs were distributed and no
countdown as before to celebrate the new year.
Happy New Year!

The Pav
ilion
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February 13, 2022 @ the Royal Lake Club
by Dizzy
Is the above date significant? Well, it was the 13th day of the
year of the TIGER in the Chinese Lunar calendar, the third
last day to celebrate the Chinese New Year celebrations
which go on for 15 days. And it was the eve of Valentine’s
Day!
Our Club celebrated this day with two special events:
AN ACROBATIC LION DANCE PERFORMANCE
Lion dances are performed at Chinese festivals or big
occasions to bring good fortune and chase away evil spirits.
The lion dance is one of the most important traditions at
Chinese New Year and is performed to bring prosperity and
good luck for the upcoming year.
Our Club engaged the Sheng Wai Dragon and Lion Dance
troupe. The troupe with 1 Red Dragon and 2 Gold Lions
replete with the musical team comprising the drums,
cymbals and gongs arrived and set up their props consisting
of 19 poles of varying heights on the road at the lobby
entrance for the red dragon to hop and jump on the poles.
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At 6:15 pm, the percussion started, representing the
heartbeat of the lion. It sets the pacing for the lion dance
and helps create the atmosphere. There is also a special
beat for every type of movement/routine the lion is
performing. The lions and the red dragon performed at the
lobby entrance, with the red dragon, skilfully jumping from
pole to poles, higher and higher, go astern, going down and
up again. I was holding my breath, heart in mouth, wishing
that they will not miss a footing… and they did not. After a
good 20 minutes, the red dragon retired and the two lions
sans the red dragon, then proceeded to the Bunga Raya,
the Machine Room, Buttery and finally the Batek Bar.
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SWARASIA DINNER SHOW@ the BANQUET HALL
VALENTINE’S EVE – LOVE IS IN THE AIR –
Riding high on their successful performance at the Club at end
November 2021, Samuel Dass and SwarAsia were back by
popular demand , this time together with flautist Mohar.
The main sponsor for the evening was Terengganu Silica
Consortium
Sendirian
Berhad
that
sponsored
the
entertainment for the evening. The CEO of the company, Mr
Surendren together with his wife Dr Devi graced the occasion
with their presence at the main table together with President
Manjeet Singh and his other VVIP guests:
The High Commissioner of the Republic of Cuba
- HE Mr & Mrs Florentino Batista Gonzales
The High Commissioner of the Republic of Kenya
- HE Mr Francis Ndegwa Muharo & Mrs Damaris Kgendo
Ngedwa
The United Nattions High Commissioner for Refugees
- Mr Thomas Albrecht & Mrs Muthoni Kamau Albrecht
Lion Dances
The Sheng Wai Dragon & Lion Dance troupe also performed at
the dinner. Two golden lions came in to bless the event. They
went to each and every table around the hall before dinner
began.
Dinner
The hall was beautifully decorated, the 4 course western meal
served was scrumptious and the 154 members and guests
present that night savoured their dinner. Dinner was prepared
by Edward from The Orchid. Diners were feted with asparagus
salad, fresh mushroom soup, panfried Hoki fish with chumichuri
sauce, accompanied by a glass of wine, and dessert.

9
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Showtime
Choreographed and directed by Manjeet (the
President??) showtime kicked off with Kyra singing My
Heart Will Go On, drifting in from the rear of the
Banquet Hall towards the stage. A stunning intro by a
beautiful lady with a spectacular voice. That set the
mood for the rest of the evening. Then we had pairs of
musicians playing from different spots of the Hall,
highlighted by targeted spotlights. Very creative!
The highlight for the evening was Samuel Dass and
SwarAsia featuring international Malaysian sitarist
Samuel J Dass, Malaysia’s favourite carnatic violinist,
Hariraam Tingyuan Lam, Cuban musician Marco
Alonso on the guitar and vocals as well as rhythm
guitarist Eliezer Enan and bass guitar player Hadi. The
latest Malaysian Tamil sensation, Santosh Logandran is
also part of SwarAsia and Malaysian tabla maestro,
Kumaran. Flautist Mohar joined SwarAsia for the night
All of them are so talented and put up a good show for
everyone. The audience got to listen to the different
sounds derived from all the different elements.
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Mention must be made of the special appearance of
Kyra, who sings at the Batek Bar on Wednesdays and
Thursdays, and Farid, the saxophonist.

10
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The Australian Open @ the Pavilion
27-30 January 2022
by Shergar
The Australian Open is held annually at Melbourne Park
in Melbourne, Australia. The tournament is the first of the
four Grand Slam tennis events held each year,
preceding the French Open, Wimbledon, and the US
Open. The 2022 games was the 110th edition of the
Australian Open held from 17 to 30 January 2022,.
In RLC, live sports events are available on the Club’s TVs.
To support this event for the tennis lovers in Lake Club,
F & B and the Sports section collaborated to celebrate
2022 AO at the Pavilion with a Carlsberg Draught Beer
promotion of buy one, get one free beer between
4:00pm - 8:00pm for the semi finals and finals which
were held between 27 - 30 January 2022.
Tennis fanatics gathered around the Pavilion
throughout those 4 days to witness the Australian Open
live while imbibing their beers, wines , etc…It was tennis
at the highest quality which got the viewers out of their
seats at times. Rafael Nadal proved that age is no
barrier. Despite being 2 sets down and on the brink of
defeat, he shocked the world with one of the most epic
comeback in Australian Open history, winning the next 3
sets against the no.2 seed Daniil Medvedev in the men’s
singles final to claim a record breaking 21 grand
slam title.
Local favourite Ashleigh Barty claimed the women’s title
after defeating Danielle Collins of the USA in straight
sets. The ever entertaining Nick Kyrgios and partner
Thanasi Kokkinakis secured the men’s doubles trophy
after a victory over fellow Aussies Matthew Ebden and
Max Purcell. Czech duo Barbora Krejcikova and
Katerina Siniakova powered their way towards the
women’s doubles title. The mixed doubles title went to
Kristina Mladenovic and Ivan Dodig.
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All in all, members had a great time at the Pavilion,
watching great tennis live while enjoying each other’s
company. It’s been a while since the Royal Lake Club
hosted a live sporting event such as this. Here’s to many
more in the near future. Next up, Rolland Garros!
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ARTICLE

Nasi Lemak by any other name......
by Mihar Dias
We studied the packaging. There was no label. Not even the
usual blue inked rubber stamp with name of an entrepreneur
and a phone number, you would normally see on similar
pyramid shaped packets sold at coffee shops or roadside
stalls. "You are lucky. That's the last three until the next batch
arrives". Rick sounded like he was promoting the product.
"Are you going into nasi lemak business, now?" I asked. He
ignored my question instead he replied by giving us
his assessment of the dish before us. "This is the best nasi lemak
I have tasted in years!" He was serious. For an advertising man
this was an absolute endorsement. We agreed it was a
delicious serving of nasi lemak with one whole boiled egg
sliced in two. The "sambal" was what we were accustomed
to. It was spicy, sweet sourish taste with just the right amount
of tamarind juice. Oh, yes, I could taste a pinch of "belacan"
in there too.
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Would nasi lemak by any other name taste as delicious? It's
not an authentic Malaysian way of phrasing a question
rather more Shakespearean in origin. In fact, I have adapted
a phrase from Shakespeare's Romeo and Juliet where the
latter did ask, "What’s in a name? That which we call a rose/
By Any Other Name would smell as sweet". In Romeo and
Juliet the implication was obvious, "names of things cannot
affect what they actually are!" It suggests that a name is just
a label to distinguish one thing from another. Individuals are
differentiated by names. But does a name have any worth?
Does it give true meaning to what it represents? But what
matters is what an object or product is, not what it is called.
Romeo and Juliet were in love. But their families, the Capulets
and the Montagues, were not. They hated each other. For
Romeo and Juliet their family names had nothing to do with
their love for each other. They were too deeply in love to be
held back by family names. They wanted to be together.
Love, transcends everything, including surnames or one's
origins. I am into branding. People in the business would
debate until the cows come home that it is the brand that
ensures the success and survival of a product in the market
place.
We discovered recently that nasi lemak did not depend on
the brand. It had more to do with taste or how delicious it was
regardless of the label. One morning, after a tennis game, as
we were about to sit down at the Garden Cafe, Dato' Rick
hurried to our table. "Let me buy you nasi lemak!" He
suggested. We looked at him suspiciously. This was no
ordinary Dato'. He was at the cafe every day after his
morning walk and could be seen leisurely enjoying his
breakfast. "Why?" Asked Lawrence who knew him since
childhood. He was rather cautious because Rick would not
do anything without an agenda. Thus the suspicion. "See
Dato' Kay there. He's taking away twenty packets. I have
booked ten. Please, do you want to try? I am buying you
breakfast. Coffee everyone?" We agreed. Rick disappeared
only to return with three packets of nasi lemak wrapped in
banana leaf and brown paper.
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The sambal of dried chili paste was neatly placed on top of a
full bodied 60 grammes grainy rice with enough fresh
coconut milk or santan sprinkled with ginger, and other herbs.
Absolutely fragrant. We could smell an aroma of pandan leaf
and fresh santan on our nostrils, when we took our first bite.
Combined with the superbly prepared sambal, crunchy
peanuts and fried anchovies, the nasi lemak was indeed, a
real treat. "Thank you, Rick. Definitely better than those
provided by our usual supplier!" Lawrence commented. I
concurred.
The "usual" supplier is a well-known proprietor from a nearby
stall by Klinik Kesihatan Tanglin that recently opened a
branded outlet at Bukit Damansara. They are known for
providing nasi lemak with a consistent quality over the last
few decades. They also reliable at delivering to the club the
rice, on a daily basis. However, the nasi lemak we had that
morning was a clear winner in terms of flavour and taste. We
all agreed this nasi lemak was excellent. In fact, Lawrence
and I shared the third packet because our other friend was
off carbo and preferred to drink only a cup of Earl
Grey instead.
"So, what's the agenda, Rick?"
"Notice that there's no brand! No labels, no names on the
packaging!" Rick commented. His principal business was
advertising. The observations were indeed relevant. "Yes. I
noticed that too!" I said. "It's made by the Mak Cik from the
staff canteen". Rick announced with a broad smile on his
face. "I think we definitely have a real winner here!"
"O.K. Rick. What's the message here then?" Lawrence asked
Rick. "A delicious nasi lemak needs no brand".
"So, Why not make it a signature dish of the Garden Cafe?" I
asked. Everyone nodded.
The Garden Cafe needs a signature dish. This nasi lemak
could well be the one. We could continue serving the
packaged pyramid style packages for breakfast. But for
lunch it could be jazzed up on an attractive plate with beef
or chicken rendang plus some salads and promoted as a
premium nasi lemak. Brand it as "GC Nasi Lemak"; the best in
town! Or call it by any name, it'll taste as delicious!

ARTICLE

Why be reactive when you can be proactive?

by Swami Sukhabodhananda
(Credit article from The Times of India)

What is anger? When do you get angry?
Stop for two minutes, take a piece of paper and answer
these questions. Some of the answers that I often get to
these questions are:
‘I get angry when children do not obey me.
I get angry when scolded in public.
I get angry when my colleague blunders.
I get angry when spoken of behind my back’
The list is endless.
When we deem ourselves to be inferior, there is a
reaction and it shows up as anger.
When a person calls us ‘donkey’, we retaliate by calling
him ‘monkey’. This is reaction. When we react, external
situations control us. In the management lexicon, the
word used more often is ‘proactive’, not reactive.
What is the difference between these two words?
The following Zen story throws more light on this.
There was a samurai. After winning a war, he was returning home with his army. On the way, he passed through
a forest. In the forest, a monk was deep in meditation.
The samurai bowed and asked him humbly, “O Monk!
Which is the way to heaven and which way is hell?”
The monk did not respond. The samurai repeated his
question a little more loudly. The monk still did not
respond.The third time, the samurai shouted the question
so loudly that it shook the very tree under which the monk
was meditating.

The monk opened his eyes and said sternly, “You stupid
fellow! Why did you disturb my meditation?”
Now the samurai was really furious. He immediately
pulled out his sword and raised it to kill the monk. The
monk said with a smile, “This is the way to hell.”
The samurai immediately realised his folly and his anger
abated. ‘The monk called me stupid not to chide me but
to teach me the truth…’ He gently placed his sword in
the sheath. And the monk said, “This is the way to
heaven.”
When the monk had rebuked the samurai in front of his
soldiers, he was angry. ‘How could this monk scold me in
front of my soldiers, it’s so demeaning, the respect for me
is gone. How will these fellows show me any regard in the
future?’ ran his thoughts, lowering his self-esteem, filling
him with regret and sorrow. So, he failed to think and,
hence, drew out his sword – this is ‘reaction’. To react – is
the gate to hell.
The reason to call the samurai stupid was not to belittle
him but to answer his question in an indirect way. The
samurai was quick to grasp the teaching of the monk.
Soon the sword found its place in the sheath – this is
‘pro-action’. To respond thus – is the gate to heaven.
Hell and heaven are states of mind. When we get angry
with others, we lose our balance, our blood pressure rises
and limbs tremble. By being angry, irrespective of the
surrounding situation, punishment is meted out to us in the
form of anger. We are responsible for our state.
13
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SPORTS

RLC Weekday Social Game @ Templer Park Golf Club
Tuesday, 7 Dec 2021
by Jalil Darus

Looking at the scores, we had a fierce competition.
Hassanudin Puteh aka Mr White came back with another
surprise. He had a sad ‘birdy’ story to tell. The poor bird was
right smack in the path of Mr White’s ferocious ball flight
after a stroke, was struck and fell to the ground. It was an
accident but nonetheless Mr White felt bad about it. May
the bird RIP.
The end of the event saw our Convenor Prof Dato’ Dr. CB
Lian giving away the prizes to the 20 winners. 18 for
the men and 2 for the ladies.
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It had been a long time since we played at Templer
Park Golf Club. We decided to have another go on 7
Dec 2021. A total of 52 Section members signed up for
the game. A good response indeed. Unfortunately, 2
were unable to join us at the last minute due to
unforeseen circumstances. We made our way to Club in
the early morning. Many opted to go on their own
whereas 23 people decided to go by the chartered bus.
Upon arriving, we registered and collected our score
cards, and headed to a small hall to have our breakfast.
After that we were ready to tee off. We were given a 2
point start ie at the 1st and 10th Hole. 7 flights on 1st Hole
and the 6 at the 10th. We were greeted with a pristine
landscape enveloping a well-designed course with lush
greeneries, the home of exotic “flora and fauna”.
Very challenging course with plenty of water, bunkers,
jungles, and hills at almost every green. The hungry
monkeys were there to greet us excitedly. They can be
a menace to our belongings in the buggy as they were
just looking for food. We were told to ignore them and if
possible not to feed them.
After the game, we had our lunch at the same place
where we had our breakfast. Feedback received was
the breakfast and lunch were good.
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Many thanks to all who had participated and given the
necessary co-operation to make this event a success.
Mr. Maniam our Senior Sports Executive could not make it
as he had to attend a meeting at the Club. However both
his assistants Shergar and Zul were present to do the
needful and did a good job, yet again. Our sincerest
apologies for any shortcomings. We will strive to do even
better in the future. Our next game will be on 28 Dec 21
at Kota Permai Golf and Country Club.
Stableford Points

HC

Points

Champion : Chuan Thong Huat
Runner up : Pietro Martucci
: Dato’ Dr. Mano Sittampalam
3rd
: K S Chiam
4th
: Khaw OOi Tong
5th
: Tan Sri Mohd Yunus Tasi
6th
: Ong Tien Kai
7th
: Hj. Mansor Salleh
8th
: Mohd Yusof Hussian
9th
: Tan Chor Huat
10th
: Lim Ah Wah
11th
: Hassanidin Puteh
12th
: Lee Ming Tiong
13th
: Zahardin Omardin
14th
: Dato’ Tan Seng Chee
15th
:Johnson Gilbert
16th
: Dr. Eddie FC Chiew
17th
: Megat Zabidi
18th

21
24
24
24
23
24
22
19
17
24
19
18
22
22
21
10
24
24

41
39
38
35
34
33 OCB
33
31 OCB
31
30 OCB
30
29 OCB
29 OCB
29 OCB
29 OCB
29 OCB
29
28

35
17

32
29

Ladies Category
Champion : May Liew
Runner up : Datin Noor Aini Samsudin

SPORTS

RLC Social Game @ Kota Permai Golf & Country Club
(KPGCC)
Tuesday, 28 Dec 2021
by Jalil Darus
The rates at Kota Permai Golf and Country Club
(KPGCC) are quite steep. Not surprising since it is a 5
star rated Golf Course. Then again, we are not going to
play there every day. So why not splurge once in a
while.
Designed by Ross Watson, an Australian course
designer who partnered with Graham Marsh, a touring
Pro, for this project. KPGCC is one of the best courses in
Asia and has received numerous awards and
accolades. A super golf course designed in harmony
with nature as reflected in the wild life and matured
trees that are found on the course.
A total of 44 eager RLC Golf Section Members
participated but 4 had to withdraw at the last minute
due to unforeseen circumstances. Tan Sri Yunus Tasi,
one of our regulars was unable to make it because he
was not feeling well. We wish him a speedy recovery.
A bus was provided to ferry some of the golfers while
the rest made their way there on their own. Breakfast
and lunch were served followed by prize giving. We
called on Dato’ Dina Rizal to give out the prizes.
Dato Dina has been instrumental in getting good rates
for us all in RLC Golf Section considering his contacts in
the golf fraternity. Many played well while others would
have to practise a little bit more. KPGCC was our 4th
and last game for year 2021. Prior to this, we played in
Palm Gardens IOI, Glenmarie and Templer Park.

We hope things would get better in 2022 for many more
golf excursions. As usual Maniam and Sherga did not fail us.
Good job done by them to ensure this final game ran
smoothly and without hitches. Well done guys. For those
who had participated, thank you for your unending
support. Take care. Stay safe and stay healthy.
Results are as follows:Stableford Points

HC

Points

Champion : Rahim Mod Som
Runner up : Pietro Martucci
: Abdul Raof A Shan
3rd
: Dato’ Tan Seng Chee
4th
: Dato’ Sri James YW Tan
5th
: Dato’ Dina Rizal
6th
: John Cheang
7th
: Felix SK Tan
8th
: Hari Prasad
9th
: Abu Bakar Man
10th
: K S Chiam
11th
: Tengku Abdul Malik
12th
: Jalil Darus
13th
: Hasbullah Hashim
14th
: Lee Ming Tiong
15th

24
22
24
20
9
14
24
23
15
17
22
19
19
11
22

44
41 OCB
41
38 OCB
38
36
35 OCB
35
34OCB
34
33 OCB
33
32 OCB
32
31 OCB

17
35

36 OCB
36

Ladies Category
Champion : Datin Noor Aini Samsudin
Runner up : May Liew
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RLC Darts Section- Year
End Dinner
Friday, 17 Dec 2021
by Osman Khan

BADMINTON SC 2022
Chairman
Convenor
SC Members

- Elizabeth Tan Chin Poh
- Lim Beng Jin
- V T Selvam
Loong Chee Meng
Dr Riyaz Rashid

BRIDGE SC 2022
Chairman
Convenor
Sc Members

- Elizabeth Tan Chin Poh
- Lee Hung Fung, Hildah
- Puan Sri Datin Ling Lee Hung
Tan Kim Choo

DARTS SC 2022
Chairman
Convenor
SC Members

- Elizabeth Tan Chin Poh
- Sivan Ponnampalam
- Osman Khan Ghows Khan
Tham Kok Peng
Dr. Surindar Singh

GOLF SC 2022
Chairman
Convenor
SC Members
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- Elizabeth Tan Chin Poh
- Abdul Jalil Darus
- Dato’ Tan Seng Chee
Dato’ Dina Rizal Abdullah
Lee Ming Tiong
Abd Raof Abdullah Shan

HASH SC 2022
The Darts Section held its end of the year dinner at the
Orchid Room for a change, from the usual venue of
either at the Batek Bar or at the Pavilion. A total of only
45 pax were served, perhaps because some section
members were still apprehensive about the Covid
pandemic, to attend the function. Each diner was
given a Lake Club umbrella as a door gift.
With eggplant delight and triple wild mushroom soup as
starters, those who attended the set 4-course dinner
had a choice of either roast lamb, fried fillet of sole, or
stuffed chicken breast as the main meal and apple pie
ala mode as dessert. Everybody enjoyed the sumptuous
meal that was served.
The Sophisticates music band was in attendance to
liven up the evening and some energetic diners
managed to get onto the dance floor to further enjoy
their evening. Many thanks to the RLC Darts Section staff
for organizing the enjoyable event.
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Chairman
Convenor
SC Members

- Elizabeth Tan Chin Poh
- Tan See Meng
- Terng Boo Cheong
Anildeep Singh Saini
Cheong Toon Muim, Gwendoline
Khoo Kay Hoe
Ho Sey Chen, Sue (Co-opted)

KAROAKE SC 2022
Chairman
Convenor
SC Members

- Elizabeth Tan Chin Poh
- YBhg Dato’ AlJafri Abdul Majid
- Tay Siew Wah, Lily
Alvin Oh Seong Yew
Ching Lai Huat

TENNIS SC 2022
Chairman
Convenor
SC Members

- Elizabeth Tan Chin Poh
- Dr Lee Hing An
- Lee Ming To, Kenneth
Tan Zhi Min, Natalie
John Kevin Livesey
David Gwan Kym, Tjhung (Co-opted)

H
ITH SUB-COMMITTEES
SUB-COMMITTEES

SPORT

RLC Harriers AGM/Election Run
Tuesday, 4 January 2022
by Village Elder, Uncle Yap
It was a dark and stormy night but the spirit of hashers
triumphed and promptly at 6:00pm, some 30 brave
hearts set forth into the Lake Gardens. Soon they were
back, totally drenched from the persistent rain. We all
showered and gathered at the Banquet Hall for the
Circle...
...which got off to a riotous start when ex-Chairman
Kumar (better known as Prema's husband) forgot the
words to a popular hash song. Five original members (UY,
Alice, Thomas Tan, Serena and our Vice President,
Gasper Gnanamuthu) who were at the very first hash run
in December 1998 were feted for their continued
endurance, stamina & faithfulness.
For the Hash AGM, we were privileged to have the
President himself plus the VP in attendance...can't
remember any section ever having this honour. The new
Hash Chairman, Elizabeth Lim was also in attendance.
GrandMaster Dato Steven Oon very ably got the
proceedings moving smoothly with the minutes, the
reports and the financial statements passed without
much ado.
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The various items on the agenda were quickly dispensed
of and then came the serious matter of the next team of
management. Yap Yok Foo opined that since the
present team had been elected to run the Quadrangular
but has not able to do so due to the Pandemic, the entire
team should stay on for another term.
Alas, GM Steven said that much as they would like to do
so, they have been at the job (albeit less active but
nevertheless as onerous and challenging) for two years
and really should not be asked to continue.
Former GM Bob Yong proposed Tan See Meng for
Convener and this was accepted and then in rapid fire,
nominations for the other three posts were made and
accepted...Anil, Gwen & Edward with the last committee
place reserved for the in-coming GM's nomination.
We then made our way downstairs to Bunga Raya and
dined in fine style, washed down with two bottles of
Timah (courtesy of GM Tan Sri Meng)...
...and so, we continued to eat, drink and be merry.
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FUN FACT

is hard

“Why

to learn”

We’ll begin with box, the plural is boxes,
But the plural ox is oxen, not oxes.
One fowl is a goose, and two are called geese,
Yet the plural of moose is never called meese.

We speak of a brother and also of brethren,
But though we say mother, we never say methren.
Then the masculine pronouns are he, his, and him;
But imagine the feminine.....she, shis, and shim!

You may find a lone mouse or a house full of mice;
But the plural of house is houses, not hice.
The plural of man is always men,
But the plural of pan is never pen.

-Anonymous

If I speak of a foot, and show me two feet,
And I give you a book, would a pair be a beek?
If one is tooth and a whole set are teeth,
Why shouldn’t two booths be called beeth?
If the singular’s this and the plural is these,
Should the plural of kiss be ever called keese?
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BRIDGE FOR BEGINNERS
Children above 12 years old are welcome

Saturday, TBC
10:00am - 12:30pm

Note :
Charges per person are for Coffee/Tea & Snacks
RLC Members are encouraged to become Section Members.
18

CHARGES PER SESSION :Sec. Members : RM 4.00
RLC Members : RM 9.00
Guests
: RM 15.00

K I DS

Build Up Your Child with Self-Confidence &
Be A Successful Individual
by Gerard Soong

We all want our children to succeed in life. To
do that we need to build them up early in their
childhood. To start with we need to have warm
and responsive parent(s). Memories of a happy
childhood is important and a secret of a happy and
successful life.
Perhaps nowadays parents seem to be over pampering
their children, especially with material goods. Yes, parents
need to protect their children but a controlling or helicopter parent can stifle a child’s development. So instead of
forcing the child to follow your advice, guide them.
A child needs to be encouraged to achieve what they
want to achieve. If your child is not allowed to make their
own decision they will lose motivation. A child’s ability to
self motivate, to learn relies on having the autonomy to
choose.
A task becomes uninteresting to the child when it is too
easy but also when it becomes too challenging to
accomplish. Parents need to periodically give prompt
feedback so that the child can keep improving their
performance.
Stop giving reward and punishment. Motivate them with
values. Helping a child to develop motivation, share your
values in any learning in why learning is important. Just like
going to school and learning should not be just about
getting A’s. It’s about acquiring knowledge and growing
up as a valuable person. Thus, motivate your child to learn
and enjoy learning. One of the ways to support a child in
the child’s development to becoming a successful
individual is through the creativity of art and craft.
Do you know that children who participate in art and
craft are not afraid to try new things? Why? It is because
they identify themselves as successful creators of their
work and it is recognized and celebrated directly as their
ability. Art and craft show that the children are individually
skilled as each child creates in their own style, and on
occasion learn to work as a team.

And do you know that children who do
art and craft have higher self esteem?
Why? Because it gives them opportunities
for self-expression and be recognized for their
individual talent(s). In addition art and craft
stimulates and develops the imagination and critical
thinking, thus refines cognitive, verbal, visual and
aesthetic creative skills.
And lastly, do you know that art and craft education for
children
• Has a tremendous impact on the development of
the child?
• Strengthen problem solving and critical thinking
skill?
• Play a central role in the child is social-emotional
development?
• Motivate the child in learning and create a “can
-do” environment?
The Royal Lake Club through one of its panel, the Youth
Arts and Development Panel has been organizing and
creating, most wonderfully, activities and programmes
to bring about all that is written for the Club’s children
and youth (Ages 4 years to 14 years). Making great
differences in their lives, in a save and conducive
environment. So watch out for the next `Art and Craft’
and its `participation’ and `competition’ which will be
announced in the Club, its Newsletter, Homepage and
Facebook.
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Calling All RLC Children !
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Contest 2022

categories:
Open to two
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Exciting &
Attractive
Prizes
to be won!!

Terms & Conditions:

. Prizes for 5 top winners in each Age Category and Consolation prizes to
all participants.
. Winners will be announced by RLC e-mail and will be notified by
phone to collect their prizes and have their pictures taken for the
RLC Newsletter.
. The Youth, Arts & Development Panel will choose the top 5 Winners in
each Age Category.
. Deadline for Submission is 28 February 2022. Parents to submit their
children’s Craft Work at the Reception Counter.
. Children are encouraged to use their creativity to make the bestlooking creative Craft-Decor out of Chinese New Year Ang Pow (Red
Packet)
. Children can submit multiple designs.

Please pre-register the intention to participate at RLC Reception Counter, or by calling
03-2698 7878 ext 2223 (Rajes), or email to Events@royallakeclub.org.my

Calling All RLC Children !

MKN SOPs
TO BE
FOLLOWED

ORIGAMI
WORKSHOP
By Kenneth Ch’ng

Founder of Malaysia Origami Association

Equip your children
with the essential skills

Entry Fee:
RM45.00+
per
child

Saturday, 5 march 2022
11:00am - 12noon at Perdana Room
Age: 4 to 12 years old
Limited to 20 children on a first-come-first-served basis

Please register at the Reception Counter. Closing Date: Monday, 28 February 2022

N E W R E ADS AT TH E L I BRA RY
THE BARIO JOURNALS BY LIEW SUET FUN
In her early fifties, writer Liew Suet Fun uprooted her life and moved to live in Bario, a community of Kelabit
rice farmers and hunter-gatherers in the remote interior mountains of Borneo. What began as a choice for
love swiftly transformed into an experience that challenged her long-held beliefs and habits of life. Based on
her journals from 2013 to 2016, 'Lem Ayu’ Ulun' is a beautifully written and intimate record of her early years
in Bario: part reminiscence, part everyday miscellany, part philosophical reflection. It offers a unique portrait
of an author’s inner world while juxtaposing it with that of an indigenous community which was and remains
in the throes of far-reaching change. Both author and community are strangers in strange lands, armed with
the realization that only bitter experience and courage are able to forge reconciliation with the worlds
around them. 'Lem Ayu’ Ulun' – a Kelabit phrase meaning ‘this is life’ – is filled with narratives of loss and gain,
beginnings and endings, individuality and communality, isolation and comfort, celebration and despair.
Liew Suet Fun’s voice recognizes life’s contrasts, and sometimes chaos, as a natural state. This
acknowledgement may be the only way we can embrace our existence with some measure of equanimity
and grace. Liew Suet Fun is the author of eighteen books of non-fiction and poetry. They include 'Beguiled
on Larut Hills', 'One Day, Three Autumns', 'Discourse with Birds: Poems of Malaysia', 'Gilding the Lily: Everyday
Portraits of Malaysian Women' and 'Our Land Within: Passages through Southeast Asian Communities'. She
lives in Taiping, Malaysia.

END OF DAYS BY SYLVIA BROWNIE
Religious wars, global terrorism, pandemics, and genocide have all helped to usher in the Anxiety Age. Who
better to lead the way out than popular psychic Sylvia Browne? In End of Days, Browne tackles the most
daunting of subjects with her trademark clarity, wisdom, and serenity, answering such difficult questions as:
What's coming in the next fifty years? What do the great prophecies of Nostradamus and the Book of
Revelation mean? If the world is really going to end, what will unfold in our final hours? For anyone who's ever
wondered where we're headed, and what—if anything—we can do to prevent a catastrophe of biblical
proportions, End of Days is a riveting and insightful must-read.
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OATH OF OFFICE BY TOM CLANCY
President Jack Ryan preaches caution when the prospects for a Persian Spring excite the rest of the world.
His is the lone Western voice urging watchfulness. As he says, "Sometimes it's better to have all the bad guys
all in one place where you can keep an eye on them rather than scattered around the Middle East.
"Meanwhile, the Campus has been trailing a major international arms dealer whose business has waxed as
the power of the Ayatollah has waned. Now the change of regimes in Iran has opened up formerly
unimagined possibilities to him. Possibilities that may lead to a new balance of power in the region.

V2 BY ROBERT HARRIS
From the best-selling author of Fatherland and Munich comes a WWII thriller about a German rocket
engineer, a former actress turned British spy, and the Nazi rocket program. It's November 1944--Willi Graf, a
German rocket engineer, is launching Nazi Germany's V2 rockets at London from Occupied Holland. Kay
Connolly, once an actress, now a young English Intelligence officer, ships out for Belgium to locate the
launch sites and neutralize the threat. But when rumors of a defector circulate through the German ranks,
Graf becomes a suspect. Unknown to each other, Graf and Connolly find themselves on opposite sides of
the hunt for the saboteur. Their twin stories play out against the background of the German missile
campaign, one of the most epic and modern but least explored episodes of the Second World War. Their
destinies are on a collision course.

MAIN LIBRARY HOURS
Monday to Sunday : 10.00am - 8.30pm | Public Holiday : 10.00am - 6.00pm
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C RYP TI C CROSS WO RD P U Z Z LE
Edited by T V Sekhar

For RLC 247, nine entries were received, all of which
were all-correct.
Congratulations to Tunku Yahya (14189), Wong Kok
Heng (12035),Teh Bee Kee (5634),Datuk Tan Seng
Chee (8965), Thong Chiou Fong (14791), Chew Yoke
Lim (7906), Maureen Mokhlis (10262), Tan Lee Koon
(11110) and Heah Kok Soon (6480).

E

C

O

Each of you will receive an F&B voucher worth
RM30.00. Please collect your vouchers from the
library.
For RLC 248, complete the puzzle and email your
entries to me at tvs13tgv@gmail.com by 7 March
2022
Happy solving!

Answer Grid for RLC 247

RLC Crossword No 248 set by T V Sekhar
Across
1,8 Greeting the tiger (4,2,2,3)
4 Handbag I designed gets a resounding show of
appreciation (1,3,4)
9 Speech after ambassador gets capital investment (9)
10 We back this film genre (7)
11 Can they hold Assam or Darjeeling? (7)
12 A police department must be sharp (4)
13 With audible sigh, kicks clairvoyants (8)
16 Desire for income after start of year (8)
17 Heard proposal for king of Mercia (4)
20 Fool, say, with first-rate spear (7)
22 Mission maybe confused about ship (7
23 Doctor can wreck agreement with the Vatican (9
24 United supporters returning in a mess (5
25 Fit of rage when Alex embraces father at the end of
play (8)
26 Moving up with risk, using rope sling (6)
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Entry Form for RLC 248

Members who want an explanation for all the clues in last
issue's puzzle are invited to e-mail tvs13tgv@gmail.com with
the subject "Crossword answers please" and you will be placed
on the mail-list to receive by e-mail, explanations for all the
clues.
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Down
1 Present present nicely (4-4)
2 Developing city with sense is a must (9)
3 “Ten Roman Dossiers” – hit TV series (1,5)
5 The fairest competition (6,7)
6 Regular diners may not need one (1,4)
7 Stop detective hugging half-sister (6)
9 Swings needing recalibration by unknown business
indicator (4,4,5)
14 Coveted by politicians and passengers (4,5)
15 Fortune duly changed during shortage (4,4)
18 Panel of soccer organization”s spies (6)
19 A British employer that exploits (6)
21 Sony with a remodel for another Japanese brand (5)

S U DO KU C H AL LENG E
Edited by Jeff H. S. Keow

Worked Example of Sudoku Challenge: Nov./December 2021 Issue:
Adapted from Star 2; 3 Feb 2019 © Nikoli Co. Ltd., Japan. Notes on strategic locked sets (LS) of 1-2 candidate(s): 1. LS(x): It is in a B along a R/C and
deduced from R/C/B analysis (it is not strategic when deduced using 2 same missing digits in 2 Bs facing the R/C; 2. LS(xy): It is in a R/C/B or split in 2 Bs
along a R/C. It is deduced by 2 remaining blank cells that must contain 2 missing digits in R/C/B or by 2 blank cells in R/C/B, each of which must contain the
same 2 locked candidates (xy) using 2 same or 2 different analytical tools.
C1
R1
R2
R3

C2

C3

C4

71 3
6
9

C5

R5
R6
R7

14

R8

5

R9

14

C7

C8

4 1
65
2

4
7 63 3
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C9

66
7

8
1 64

R4

C6

5
6
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R2
R3

C4

71 3
6
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4 1
8
65
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R4

1 64

R5
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7 63 3 413
116 619 32 414 220 921
5
6
415
7 5
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14

R8
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4 1

66
7
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8
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2

4
7 63 3
32

5
6
9
59

6
7 5

C1

610

C1

66
7
58
5 412
6

R1

9
59 718 8
411 117 3
610 2 97

R6

R2
R3
R4
R5

R7
R8
R9

C2

C3

71 3
6 526
9
923 1
4
7 63
116 619 32
5 225 924
415 822 7

C4

C5

C6

C7

R1
R2
R3

R5
R6

8
17 3
2 97
17

C8

527 4 1
8
65
64
2
5
6
3 413
9
414 220 921 59 718
6
411 117
5
610 2

C2

R7
R8
R9

R1
R2
R3
R4
R5
R6
R7
R8
R9

Fig. 5: 2nd F. up 619, B7: [289]; [29] in R9: 822;
C2: [1259]; [125] in R4: 923; as [9] facing B7,
B7: [9] in C2: 924; B7: 225; C2: 526; R1: 527.

C5

C6

C7

4 1
8
65
2

1 64
4
7 63 3 413
14
32 414
5
6
14
7 5

C1

8
3
97

C4

C2

C3

71 3
6 526
9 128
923 1
4 529
7 63
116 619 32
5 225 924
415 822 7

C4

C5

C6

C7

Instructions:
a) a) Fill in ALL the blank cells in the Sudoku with digits from 1 to 9 so that each row, column and
block contains the digits from 1 to 9 without repeating any, i.e. provide a FULL solution.
b) b) Also, mark-in the “locked set (LS) of candidates” (in small digits in the grid) that enable a soln.
c) c) Record and submit your results showing the R/C/B analysed, sequenced soln. and OD logic used
up to the final solution. Do show the locked sets in your grid. d) The decision of the judges is final.
Criteria for Winning: Quality of approach and methods: simplest solutions used; evidence of
systematic logic-based R/C/B analysis; mark in the grid the strategic locked sets in R/C/B analysed;

C8

C1

66
7
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412
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6
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3
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7
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SOLUTION
738 254 196
654 981 237
912 736 845
891 672 354
345 198 762
276 345 981
163 429 578
529 867 413
487 513 629

R1

R9

C9

Fig. 6: 2nd f. up 526, C2: 128; 3rd f. up 526, C3: 529;
[5] facing R6, R6: 530; R6: [128]; [12] in C8: 831,
OD; thereafter, the Sudoku is easily solved.

Submission of Entries: Kindly ensure that your solutions in the 9-by-9 grid are sequenced by digit to show the order in which they are deduced
in R/C/B analysis. Do also show the strategic locked sets of candidate(s) deduced in the grid. Thank you for your support of Sudoku Challenge..

Submission of Entries:
Submit your entry by hand/by email (newsletter@royallakeclub.org.my) (cc to jeffkeow@gmail.com)
to reach the Library 3 weeks after the date of publication of newsletter.
Name of Member: (Mr/Ms/En/Cik/Puan/Dr/Dato,etc)____________________________
Membership No: ________ Tel/HP/Email: ________________ (Please state “spouse”, if app.)
(wef March/April 2018, only 1 membership no. is eligible for a prize.)

66
7
58
5 412
6

527 4 1
8
65
64
2
5
6
3 413 530 9 831
414 220 921 59 718
6
411 117
5
610 2

Comments on Sudoku Challenge: 1. The 1st source soln. 71 is deduced in stack 1 by C1 analysis. 2. F. up of 71 in C1 yields LS(14). Its f. up in
its B7 yields 32. F. up analysis continues smoothly until 610. A sharp eye and sharp mind will f. up 610 to deduce LS(17) in B9 along C8 using 2
analytical tools, B9 and C8 analysis. On f. up it yields 411. After that, the Sudoku is easily solved using standard follow-up solving guidelines.

Only fully solved entries with quality logical reasoning will receive a food voucher worth RM75/each, valid for a period of 3 months. Lower quality winning entries will, however, receive a RM50/voucher. In addition, consolation winners will receive a food voucher of RM20/- each.

C9

9
59 17 8
411 17 3
610 2 97

WINNERS: RM75/- voucher: Mr Goh Ching Chee (12414) (Congratulations!); RM20/- voucher Mr Soh Chee Gee (15274)

Prize and Recognition:

C8

Fig. 3: F. up LS(17), B9: 411; no f. up; go back
to 2nd f. up of 97 in C9, C9: [124]; [12] in R4:
412, OD; as [4] facing R6, R6: 413; C4: 414.

C9

66
7
58
412

C3

71 3
6
9

R4

Fig. 2: C9: [9] in R3, B6: 97; C9: [5] in B6: 58; [5]
facing C7, C7: [5] B3, B6, R8, R9: 59; C7: [6] in
B3, B6, R8: 610; B9: LS(1); C8: LS(7); B9: LS(17).

C9

Fig. 4: F. up 414, as [4] facing C1, C1: [4] in R7, B4:
415; C1: 116; as [1] facing B9, B9: [1] in R7: 117; B9:
718; R7: 619 with 2 f. ups ; R7: 220; R7: 921; no f. up.
5

C4

1 64

R6

2

C3

71 3
6
9

R5

8
3

7 5

C3

R2

C2

R4

9
6

C2

R1

R3

Fig. 1: C1: 71; C1: [14] in B4: LS(14), C1/B7; f.
up. B7: 32; C3: 63; R4; 64; C6: 65; R1: 66; f. up
66 in C9.
C1

C1

4
2 8
4 3
ng

Adapted from Star Lifestyle 4 Jul 2021 © Nikoli, Japan
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TRI B UTE S
The club extends its condolences to the family and friends of the following members who are no longer
with us.
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Mohd Yacob Karim, member since 22
October 1986, passed away on 4
January 2019 at the age of 76.
Al-Fatihah.

Mohd Suhaimi Bin Ahmad member
since 3 December 2002, passed
away on 13 November 2021 at the
age of 61. Al-Fatihah.

YBhg Tengku Dato’ Zainal Rashid
member since 19 December 1980,
passed away on 3 June 2020 at the
age of 81. Al-Fatihah.

Lim Tiong Beng member since 12
December 1990, passed away on 17
November 2021 at the age of 68.
RIP.

Chow Chee Kin, member since 13
December 2002, passed away on 21
March 2021 at the age of 61. RIP.

Hamizah Haji Mohd Jamil, member
since 7 January 1986, passed away
on 22 November 2021 at the age of
86. Al-Fatihah.

Michael Tong Wing Fong, member
since 2 July 1997, passed away on 15
June 2021 at the age of 70. RIP.

YBhg Dato’ Dr M. Sivanantham,
member since 9 April 1984, passed
away on 29 November 2021 at the
age of 85. RIP.

Mohamad Aslam Khan Gulam
Hassan, member since 5 October
1994, passed away on 18 July 2021 at
the age of 70. Al-Fatihah.

To’ Puan Gunn Chit Wha, member
since 27 June 1962, passed away on
17 December 2021 at the age of 93.
RIP.

Francis Richard Gow, member since
24 September 1975, passed away on
14 October 2021 at the age of 85.
RIP.

Dr Shamalarupan M Kasilingam,
member since 14 January 2009,
passed away on 31 December 2021
at the age of 71. RIP.

Baharuddin Haji Zainal, member
since 11 June 1979, passed away on
17 October 2021 at the age of 82.
Al-Fatihah.

Wan Mokhtar Abdullah member
since 17 December 1975, passed
away on 3 January 2022 at the age
of 80. Al-Fatihah.

YM Tengku Dato’ Azman, member
since 8 December 1978, passed
away on 7 November 2021 at the
age of 69. Al-Fatihah.

Toby Lam Chun Hoong member
since 11 August 1976, passed away
on 13 January 2022 at the age of 89.
RIP.

Ong See Seng , member since 23
September 1976, passed away on 11
November 2021 at the age of 82.
RIP.

Errata- Issue Nov/Dec 2021:

Ir K Bhaskaran member since 9 April
1984, passed away on 24 January
2021 at the age of 90. RIP.

* The publication of these announcements are based on notifications within the last two months.
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The RLC Newsletter is published bi-monthly for the Club
Members, featuring articles of the various activities, F&B
promotions and entertainment events. Total readership is more
than 40,000 including family members.
We provide excellent opportunities
Corporations to advertise with us

for

For further inquiries, kindly contact:

or email to newsletter@royallakeclub.org.my
for booking details.
Our rates are as follows:

Members

and

